
Mirka® Modular Trolley

mirka.com

Flexible. 
Modular. 
Organised.

Start building your optimal workflow 



Modular Trolley parts

Large tool drawer

Waste bag and cable holder

Personal drawer

Locking device

Two abrasive/tool drawers

Deeper drawer 

Lockable swivelling castors

The Mirka Modular Trolley is designed to simplify and optimize the bodyshop 
workflow, depending of your line of work. It brings all the necessary tools and sup-
plies within your reach for clear and ergonomic accessibility, keeping everything 
well organized and ready for a working day from the get go. The Modular Trolley 
forms a particularly good backbone for applying Mirka solutions and processes in 
collision repair, finishing, polishing or more.

Keep your tools safe and secure
in this tool drawer.

Smaller drawer for personal items. 
Allows quick access; lockable

Waste bag holder for easy and direct 
waste disposal.  
Behind the waste bag is a cable holder.

Drawers can be locked via a push-rod 
system. The pushrod system locks
all the drawers simultaneously.

The perfect space for Abrasive packages  
or smaller tools.

A deeper drawer that suits large
Polarshine bottles, for example.

Excellent mobility even over grates.  
All four swivelling castors can be 
locked for secure positioning and  
preventing the cart from rolling away.

Abrasive storage trays

For vertical placement of full packs. 
Angled holders improve position for 
access. Magnetic attachment makes 
fitting and repositioning easy.

There are several ways to make the Modular Trolley work for you. It can be ordered 
as a simplified basic version, with each equipment module added one by one to 
upgrade it. In other words, you can equip the Mirka Modular Trolley to fully cater 
to your specific line of work.



Modular Trolley parts

Power/compressed air connection

Air filter regulator

Three power socket units

Provides power for multiple devices 
directly at the workplace.  
There is a separate power socket for  
the Dust Extractor on the other side  
of the trolley.

Pressure reducer with water separator 
ensures compressed air is dry, clean 
and delivered at optimum pressure.

Direct power and compressed air supply 
on the rear of the workshop cart, complete 
with flexible cable (abrasion-proof, ex-
cellent tensile strength and cut resistance, 
resistant to oils, greases, petrol and water).

Hooks for gadgets

Mirlon Total tray

New hose arm with holders

Machine holders

Secure and safe storage and resting 
position for 2–3 sanders, so that the 
workplace is logically organised.

The new practical hose holder picks  
up hoses from the floor, making work 
safer. The hose arm is developed to fit 
two 27mm dust hoses and one 20mm 
hose.

A Mirlon Total holder for making pads 
easily available. 

Place tapes or other equipment  
on the hooks.

Spraygun & aerosol can holders

Holders for the spraygun and two 
aerosol cans. 

In addition to custom configurations, different Trolley Kits are also available in six versions. 
Featuring different combinations from the start, they range from basic equipment 
to fully equipped, and changes can also be made later on thanks to the modular 
design. The Modular Trolley grows and develops together with your workflow.



Basic Basic + Standard Standard + Premium Premium + 

Mirka Ltd
Pensalavägen 210 
FI-66850 Jeppo 
Finland

mirka.com Dedicated to the finish.

CHOOSE A VERSION OR MODIFY IT  
ACCORDING TO YOUR OWN NEEDS

Versions incl. different accessories

Bottom, drawer, hose arm X X X X X X

Shelf X

Drawer X X X X X

Electric (EU) X X

Electric + Pneumatic (EU) X X

Spray can holder X X X X

Paint syringe holder X X X

Waste rack X X

Tool rack with holes X X

Hook, round holes short X X

Hook, square holes long X X

Abrasive tool box high X X

Abrasive tool box low X X

Air filter regulator X

KITMODTROLL1 KITMODTROLL2 KITMODTROLL3 KITMODTROLL4 KITMODTROLL5 KITMODTROLL6
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